Aras Innovator 12.0 SP17
Enhancements and Fixed Issues

Enhancements in Aras Innovator 12.0 SP17
Mandatory Access Control (MAC) updated for use with Enterprise Search platform
component.
•

Mandatory Access Control (MAC) can now be applied to search results in Enterprise
Search. This functionality is automatically enabled for all active MAC policies. The MAC
permissions will be updated in existing databases when the Enterprise Search
permission crawler executes.

3D Visualization will now be managed as a separate platform component
•

Starting in Version 12.0 SP17, 3D viewing (including Monolithic and Dynamic 3D
Viewers) and CAD Conversion will be managed and released as a separate Platform
Component called '3D Visualization'. The three components of 3D Visualization (3D
Viewers, CAD Conversion, and Dynamic Visualization) will now be installed as a
separate download. Existing subscribers should see the 3D Visualization platform
component documentation for upgrade procedures.

1.1.1 Issues Fixed in Aras Innovator 12.0 SP17
Table 1:

Framework

Issue #

Description

090342

Corrected an issue when looking at the Affected Item tab on an EC. Now the
icon under the type column is displayed correctly instead of the <img> tag
code.

090655

Corrected an issue which could result in an empty Query Execution result if
the Query Definition contained a Join Condition with xProperties.

F-003536,
F-003549,
F-003530

3D Visualization and CAD File Conversion will now be managed as an
independent Platform Component making it easier for customers to
incorporate 3D Visualization enhancements and supported CAD file formats.

F-004402

Created new and updated CUI commands for common actions like Delete and
Unclaim

I-028689

Corrected an issue in which Save/Done buttons would not be disabled if the
SaveCommand was not allowed.

I-029041

Addressed an issue in which Classification dialog was not shown and error
message with text "Lookup for string is not available." would appear when a
User clicked on the '...' button.
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I-029644

Fixed an issue in which the Discard Changes dialog would not appear after
unclaiming an item in the grid.

I-029799

Addressed an issue in which unsaved changes made to a Property selection
of the root Query Item were lost after query execution.

I-031229

Conversion of the characters "\|" in search criteria (representing the actual "|"
character) behaves correctly between Simple search mode and AML search
mode works correctly.

I-031257

Conversion of the characters "\\" in search criteria (representing the actual "\"
character) behaves correctly between Simple search mode and AML search
mode works correctly.

I-031269

Fixed an issue in which "Done Editing" was missing from the menu in the
relationship grid, when the same item had been previously edited in a form.

I-031457

Fixed an issue in which a warning would not be displayed, and the search
would not actually be done in AML mode, if AML Search was selected from
the Titlebar.

Table 2:

Container Deployment

Issue #

Description

I-029363

The licensing issue when running the containerized Conversion Server was
resolved. Watermarking using Conversion Server Images should now
succeed.

